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SUMMARY
From June 18 to July 17, 1997, the NRC Twin Otter atmospheric research
aircraft was operated from Oklahoma City, U.S.A., in the Southern Great
Plains 1997 (SGP97) Hydrology Experiment. The primary role of the aircraft
was to measure the vertical fluxes of sensible and latent heat, C02, ozone and
momentum in the atmospheric boundary layer, along with supporting
meteorological and radiometric data. Approximately 400 flux runs and 100
soundings were flown in 27 project flights over rural areas near Oklahoma
City. This preliminary report documents the flight program, lists the
instrumentation aboard the aircraft, and presents a summary of run-averaged
data from each flux run. These data are from the in-field analysis and must be
considered preliminary. A re-analysis incorporating updated calibrations is
planned for the fall of 1997 followed by a more comprehensive technical
report.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT OF NRC TWIN OTrER OPERATIONS
IN THE 1997 SOUTHERN GREAT PLAINS EXPERIMENT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Southern Great Plains 1997 (SGP97) Hydrology Experiment was motivated by the
wide-spread interest among hydrologists, soil scientists and meteorologists in the
problems of estimating soil moisture and temperature states at the continental scale and
the coupling between the land-surface and the atmosphere (Ref. 1). The main objective
was to develop algorithms using remotely sensed microwave data to measure soil
moisture at scales expected from future satellite-based systems. Three remote sensing
aircraft participated in SGP97; the NASA P-3 employing ESTAR (Electronically
Scanned Thinned Array Radiometer), the Ontario Government Navajo Chieftain
carrying the CASI imaging spectrometer, and the U.S. Dept. of Energy Cessna Citation
fitted with TIMS (Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner). Ground truthing was
achieved through a variety of surface-based programs, as detailed in the SGP97
Experiment Plan (Reference 2).
The objective of the boundary layer component of SGP97 was to determine the influence
of soil moisture on the local surface energy budget and the effect of mesoscale variability
on the development of the convective boundary layer. Several flux towers were used to
make near-surface measurements over rangeland and winter wheat crops. The NASA
P-3 operated the Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (I_ASE) which remotely sensed
the atmospheric water vapour and aerosol profiles. The NRC Twin Otter was one of
two 'immersion-sensing' aircraft that made measurements of the energy fluxes in the
convective boundary layer throughout the experiment. The second was the Long-EZ
operated by the Atmospheric Turbulence and Diffusion Division of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The University of North Dakota (UND)
Cessna Citation joined the project for three days in the last week of SGP97, primarily to
conduct intercomparisons with the Twin Otter.
The Twin Otter flew 82.8 hours in 27 project flights, and a total of 105 hours including
transit and tests. Nearly 400 flux runs were flown on tracks 15 to 30 km in length over
rural Oklahoma, mostly west and north of Oklahoma City. Approximately 100 soundings
were flown, characterizing the atmosphere from near the surface (30 m) to above the
top of the mixed layer. Fourteen intercomparison runs were flown with the Long-EZ,
and four with the UND Citation. Although the majority of the Twin Otter flights
occurred around mid-day (10 a.m. to 3 p.m. local time), some flights were also devoted
to the morning and evening transition periods.
This preliminary report consists mostly of tables produced during the field phase of the
experiment. They list the instruments used on the aircraft and any operational problems
encountered on each flight, summarize the entire flights as well as the individual flux
runs and soundings, and tabulate the run-averaged data. In October or November, 1997,
the Twin Otter data will be reprocessed at NRC, employing updated calibrations as well
3as a Kalman filtering technique (Reference 3) that removes small biases (typically, up to
1 m s"1) in the measured horizontal wind components. A more comprehensive
Laboratory Technical Report will follow.
2.0 INSTRUMENTATION
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the Twin Otter showing the mounting locations
of the instruments flown in SGP97. Table 1 lists the sensors, type of output signal, and
the label of the associated variables in the aircraft software. Table 2 lists the parameters
and their units recorded at 32 Hz on the aircraft's Digital-Audio-Tape (DAT) unit.
2.1 Air Motion
The Twin Otter is instrumented to measure the three orthogonal components of
atmospheric motion over a frequency range from 0 to 10 Hz. The true air motion is
derived from the vector difference between the air velocity relative to the aircraft and
the aircraft 'inertial' velocity relative to the ground (strictly speaking, the rotating Earth
is not an inertial frame of reference, but for ease of expression the term 'inertial' in this
report will mean 'relative to the Earth').
Air motion relative to the aircraft is measured by a nose-mounted gust boom
incorporating a Rosemount 858AJ28 5-hole probe. This device and the associated
pressure transducers measure static pressure (altitude), dynamic pressure (airspeed) and
the angles of attack and sideslip. A second altitude/airspeed system employs a separate
set of pressure transducers connected to the fuselage-mounted pitot and static ports.
The primary system on the aircraft for the measurement of the inertial velocity vector is
a Litton LTN-90-100 Inertial Reference System (IRS). For this project, the on-board
VME-based microprocessor computed and recorded two sets of winds, differing primarily
in the means used to determine the inertial velocity. They are the following:
1) Litton winds: The true airspeed (TAS) vector is resolved into earth4ixed
axes using the attitude angles and heading from the LTN-90 IRS. The 3-axis
inertial velocities from the IRS are then subtracted from the TAS components
to derive the 3-axis winds. This is the method used on most atmospheric
research aircraft. It is subject to approximately 1 m s "1 errors in the horizontal
components due to IRS drift caused by the Schuler oscillation phenomenon.
The NRC Flight Research Laboratory (FRL) has developed a Kalman
filtering and smoothing technique that combines IRS data with redundant
navaid data (e.g. GPS, VOR/DME) to correct the IRS velocity, position,
heading and attitude data for these oscillations (Reference 3). This
procedure will be applied in subsequent processing to correct the wind
measurements for all of the Twin Otter SGP97 flights.
2) Baekup winds: This uses a complementary filtering routine in which the
low frequency contribution to the inertial velocity is provided by the Trimble
GPS and pressure altitude, and the high frequency components are derived
from an FRL-assembled package of accelerometers and rate gyros.
Secondary Back-up winds: In SGP97 the Twin Otter also carried a NovaTel
RT-20 GPS system which measured position and inertial velocities to a
greater accuracy than the Trimble GPS. These data are used in the ground-
based playback system to compute another set of 3-axis wind velocities that
appear to be more accurate than the back-up winds computed in flight (2
above) .
Further details on these wind computation methods are given in Reference 4, along with
the equations used to derive the wind and gust components and the fluxes. In SGP97,
the only operational problem affecting the Litton IRS occurred for three runs on Flight
01, in which the back-up winds were used; for ALL other runs, the Litton winds
described in (1) above were used in the flux computations and data summaries.
2.2 Position
The Twin Otter carried a Trimble Model TNL,-7880SR GPS/VLF/Omega navigation
system, which was used for flying accurate tracks and for recording aircraft position. The
system was operated in the GPS mode throughout SGP97, and position and velocity data
were recorded at 32 Hz.
To fly the desired tracks for flux-measuring runs, GPS navigation was used, with heading
and cross-track deviation fed to the pilot's flight director in the instrument panel. A
second, more sensitive display, featuring track-angle error in addition to cross-track
deviation, was mounted atop the coaming of the instrument panel, well within the pilot's
heads-up scan. This display was driven by the airborne microprocessor and had a full-
range deviation of +/- 0.5 nautical miles.
Aircraft position data were also available from the LTN-90 Inertial Reference System.
This system is subject to the Schuler oscillation, in which the indicated position can drift
in error up to approximately one nautical mile per hour. Finally, a third set of position
data, including height above sea level, was provided by the NovaTel RT-20 GPS, which
proved to be very accurate.
2.3 Temperature and Dew Point
The primary total temperature measurement was made by a Rosemount fast-response
102DJ1CG heated probe mounted on the port side of the aircraft nose (Fig. 1; TIT,
Table 1). An alternative backup total temperature measurement was made by an
identical probe mounted on the starboard side of the nose (Fig. 1) and referred to as
TI'NB in Table 1 and the aircraft software. The airborne software routinely uses TI'F in
the calculation of static temperature and the true airspeed; but, in the event of a sensor
problem, the alternative TI'NB can be selected through use of function switch #5 on the
computer control console in the cockpit. In the playback software, a sensible heat flux
estimate is computed using data from each temperature; it is rare that these two flux
estimates differ by more than 2 or 3 W m "2.
During SGP97, the signal from the port temperature probe had small noise spikes, or
steps of about one degree, that resulted in errors in the standard deviation of its signal
and in its sensible heat flux. Consequently, data from the starboard temperature probe
were used for both the airborne wind and flux calculations and ground post-flight
processing.
At this writing, the two temperature probes are being prepared for a wind tunnel test to
verify their frequency response, as part of an investigation into possible under-estimation
of sensible heat fluxes by aircraft when compared with flux towers (References 5 and 6).
Computer simulations suggest that the sensible heat flux derived in the in-field analysis
may be 20 percent low for runs flown at the lowest altitudes (30 m).
Dew point temperature was measured using an E, G and G Model 137 Cambridge dew
point sensor mounted on the starboard side of the Twin Otter nose (Fig. 1).
2.4 Carbon Dioxide and Water Vapour
The fast-response concentration measurements required for the C02 and H20 flux
calculations were made by two separate systems on the Twin Otter during SGP97. The
first of these, the ESRI infrared gas analyzer developed by Agriculture Canada
(Reference 7), has been flown on the aircraft for about 13 years. The test section of the
analyzer was mounted within a large duct that captured flow above the aircraft, entered
the cabin through the roof, and passed through the rear of the cabin to exit through the
floor (Fig. 1). The system had a flow rate of approximately 300 litres/sec. The duct was
also instrumented for the measurement of the airspeed, temperature and density of the
sampled air, in order to calculate the instantaneous C0 z and H20 mixing ratios. The
ESRI analyzer had an effective frequency response of 15 Hz. When used in flux
calculations, the time histories of the ESRI data must be advanced 1/4 second to
account for the lag due to the longitudinal displacement of the instrument from the
primary vertical gust sensor, the Rosemount 858 probe on the noseboom.
Data from the ESRI analyzer are suitable for use with the vertical gust velocity and the
eddy correlation technique to derive fluxes. However, the analyzer is not well suited to
the measurement of absolute concentrations of C02 and water vapour, for its sensitivity
can change a few percent during flight because of dirt accumulation on its mirrors. For
this reason, a slightly slower-response LI-COR LI-6262 C02/H20 analyzer was also
mounted in the rear rack, with its sample air drawn from the duct via a 3/8-inch plastic
tube. Recorded data from this analyzer are used in the data summary tables for mean
C02 concentration in ppm. Fluxes are also calculated from the LI-COR data, after
correcting for a lag of 1/2 second. Cospectra from low-altitude flux runs reveal that the
slower-response LI-COR under-estimates the flux contribution at wavelengths shorter
than 50 m when compared with the ESRI device (Fig. 4 of Ref. 6).
The ESRI device gave consistently larger downward C0 z fluxes than the LI-COR unit.
Only a fraction of this was due to frequency response. Reference 6 discusses possible
instrument problems and a sensitivity to acceleration that likely caused the elevated C02
fluxes from the ESRI unit. The SGP flights indicate that some of these problems persist.
Thus C02 flux data quoted in this preliminary report are derived from the LI-COR 6262
unit.
For SGP97, the aircraft was fitted with an airborne calibration system for the LI-COR
C02 signal. On activation from the cockpit or cabin, two reference gases sequentially
passed through the analyzer for 30 seconds each, the first with zero ppm of C02, the
second with 450 ppm. The signals recorded during these calibration periods will allow
the adjustment of the zero and span of the LI-COR C02 calibration for subsequent data
processing. This has not been applied to the data listed in this preliminary report.
Adjustments in mean C02 concentrations are unlikely to amount to more than
approximately 3 percent, however.
For water vapour (latent heat) fluxes, the agreement between the ESRI and LI-COR
6262 devices was much better than for C02. In this preliminary report, the latent heat
fluxes quoted were derived from the LI-COR analyzer. Calibration data indicate that
the LI-COR H20 signal was likely approximately 4 percent low for the first 5 flights of
SGP97.
2.5 Ozone Analyzers
The Twin Otter carried two ozone analyzers in SGP97, one slow-response unit for mean
concentrations and one fast-response analyzer to measure ozone fluxes and deposition
velocities.
The Air Quality Processes Research Division of the Atmospheric Environment Service of
Canada (AES) provided a TECO-49 UV-absorption ozone analyzer to measure mean
absolute ozone concentrations on the Twin Otter. This was mounted on rack-3 in the
aircraft cabin with sample air drawn from an inlet extending above the cabin roof. Its
signal was digitally recorded to a resolution of 0.1 ppb per bit over a range of zero to
approximately 200 ppb. The TECO operates using two cells, one a reference and one a
sample cell. At an interval of 10 seconds, a new analysis reading is output and the cells
trade functions. Consequently, the output signal only appears to update at an interval of
10 seconds. It is not useable for flux measurements.
7The second ozone analyzer flown in SGP97 was a Scintrex LOZ-3 Ozone
Detector, which detects the chemiluminescence produced when ozone encounters a
surface wetted with a specially formulated solution of Eosin-Y. This unit has a time
constant of about a second, and requires a lag adjustment of 2.6 seconds when used in a
flux calculation on the Twin Otter. Cospectra shown in Figure 7 of Reference 6 show
little contribution at wavelengths shorter than 50 m, so fluxes can be expected to be
under-estimated at the lowest flight levels.
2.6 Radiometers
The incident solar radiation (RADUP) was measured with a Kipp and Zonen CM-11
pyranometer with a 305-2800 nm spectral range. This device was mounted on the aft
fuselage of the aircraft (see Fig. 1) which is tapered. It is mounted so that its sensing
axis is tipped forward 3 degrees relative to the IRS axis to compensate for the mean
pitch angle of the aircraft in flight. In the data analysis routine, software has been
developed to continuously correct the upward radiometer reading for its mounting
alignment and for variations in the heading and the pitch and roll attitudes of the
aircraft throughout each flight. The equations used are described in Reference. 4. The
procedure utilizes the recorded GMT, pitch and roll attitude, heading, latitude and
longitude. The only terminal input required is the sun declination angle from Table 169
of Reference 8. In the in-field analysis this procedure was not applied to all of the clear
sky cases, but will be in the subsequent analysis.
There was no direct measurement of net radiation made on the Twin Otter. Rather, it
was calculated at each 1/32 second using incident and reflected solar radiation (RADUP
and RADOWN), with longwave contributions derived from PRT-5 surface temperature
(Ts in deg K) and air temperature (Ta in deg K) in the following equation:
NETRAD = RADUP-RADOWN + [1.20.0.Ta4-171.0] -[0.98-o.Ts 4] (1)
where the last two terms represent estimated incident and reflected longwave
components, using the Stephan-Boltzmann Constant o = 5.6924.10 a and a surface
emissivity of 0.98. In past experiments, this computed value of net radiation has agreed
quite well with tower measurements (eg., Reference 6).
Some difficulty was experienced in this project with the calibration of the radiometers,
the probable result of a grounding fault. Consequently, the net radiation listed in the
field-analyzed data summarized in this report (Table 6) is in error. It is approximately
10 percent too high for Flights 1-8, and approximately 20 percent high for Flights 9-16.
For Flights 17-27 the net radiation listed is about 40 W m "2 low. In the re-analysis
process this will be corrected to the latest calibrations.
For SGP97, the Twin Otter carried both an upward- and downward-looking Skye
Industries Vegetation Greenness Indicator, which measures a ratio of near-infrared (730
8nm) to red (660 nm) radiation. The downward reading can be correlated with the
amount of vegetation beneath the aircraft. The upward-facing unit was installed to allow
a possible normalization of the downward reading to remove small changes seen in past
projects associated with the variations in total solar radiation, such as those encountered
in the shadows of clouds. A grounding fault appears to have affected the calibration of
the downward-looking greenness index, in particular the 660 nm signal, which was
approximately 0.6 too low. In low-light or overcast conditions, the under-reading of the
660 nm signal resulted in an over-estimated Greenness Index (Green 730/Green 660).
This will be corrected in the scheduled reprocessing of the data.
A downward-looking Exotech 100BX Satellite Simulator was installed in the port wing of
the Twin Otter. This simultaneously measures reflected radiation over four wavelength
bands, and can be configured to simulate two modes of LandSat operation (MSS and
TM), as well as the French satellite SPOT (three channels only). It has a faster response
than the other radiometers discussed above, and considerable flexibility in terms of
viewing angles and output signal voltage ranges. For SGP97, it was configured with a 15
deg field of view and a gain of 5 and was operated in the Landsat MSS mode for all
flights.
Surface temperature was measured by a downward-looking Barnes PRT-5 infrared
radiometer. The PRT-5 operates over one of three selectable temperature ranges.
range that was used in this experiment had an upper limit of 57 deg C.
The
2.7 Flux Calculations
The program used to generate the flux estimates and numerous summary files for archive
purposes was called ARCPOK97_NEW, which was run on the MicroVax-alpha computer
used in the field and at the FRL in Ottawa. The principal equations used to compute
wind components and fluxes from Twin Otter data are given in Reference 4, and will not
be repeated here.
Three sets of fluxes were computed for the sensible and latent heat, C02, ozone and
momentum; these used (1) raw, (2) linearly detrended, and (3) high-pass filtered time
series at 32 Hz. The high-pass filtering routine used a third-order algorithm with a
breakpoint set at 0.005 Hz, which corresponded to a wavelength of approximately 11 km
at the usual flight speed of the Twin Otter of about 55 m s-1. Only the linearly detrended
fluxes are presented in this report.
On the Twin Otter, there is a physical displacement between the primary sensor for the
vertical gust velocity at the tip of the noseboom, and the other sensors providing data for
the flux calculations. In using the eddy correlation technique to compute fluxes, the data
must be adjusted for the transport time for a parcel of air to pass from the noseboom to
the other sensors. This adjustment is particularly important for runs at low altitude,
where the spacing of the sensors can become a significant fraction of the typical
turbulent eddy size.
By means of an optional input in the playback software, the vertical gust velocity can be
lagged a selectable number of data intervals prior to being multiplied by fluctuations in
temperature, CO 2, H:0, and ozone signals to derive the fluxes. To verify the predicted
time lags, data from low-altitude runs can be analyzed with a range of lags. The
resulting computed correlation coefficients are then plotted versus lag, with the
maximum of the curve defining the appropriate lag for use in the subsequent data
analyses. Another benefit of this technique is that the lag derived is a combination of
delays resulting from both the physical separation of the sensors and the differences in
the response times of sensors. The lags used in the SGP97 field analysis are listed
below:
Flux Analyzer Parameter Lag
(Table 2) 1/32 sec
Sensible Heat Rosemount pt port, pLstb 3
O02, H20 ESRI rC02_esri, rH20 esri 8
LI-COR rC02 licor, rH20 licor 23
H20 Dew Point rH20_ dp 42
Ozone LOZ-3 oz_loz 85
Momentum Wind components wind_ hi, wind_ el,wind_zl 0
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL SITES AND FLIGHT PATrERNS
In the first week of April, 1997, a flux aircraft flight planning meeting was held in
Boulder, Colorado. The purpose of this meeting was to design flight plans, involving
both the Twin Otter and Long-EZ, that would meet the objectives of the boundary layer
component of SGP97. Working from aeronautical and land-use maps, candidate tracks
were laid out that were within operational range of Oklahoma City, within the footprint
of the ESTAR system on the NASA P-3, covered both rangeland and winter wheat, and
were sufficiently extensive to cover the expected heterogeneity in soil moisture
conditions. Since the flux aircraft were to be operated at low altitude (down to 100 feet)
on these tracks, approval was sought from the Federal Aviation Administration in
Oklahoma City. In early May, representatives from both the Long-EZ and Twin Otter
flight crews flew these candidate tracks in a rented Cessna using a hand-held GPS to
check their suitability for low-altitude flight. Several of the tracks were adjusted to avoid
built-up areas, horse paddocks, etc., and the re-designed tracks were again submitted to
the FAA. When SGP97 began on June 18, the track(s) chosen for a given flight were
first flown at 500 feet, once again to check for conflicts. This led to some minor
revisions to the navigation waypoints.
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the final tracks used by the flux aircraft aircrews in
SGP97, along with a listing of the latitude and longitude of the waypoints used in the
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aircrafts' GPS systems. The length of each track, in nautical miles (nm) and kilometers
(km), is also indicated. Two of the lines used most often in the experiment were given
names, by which they are known in the flight summary table (Table 6). The 'El Reno'
line (RW-RE) was an east/west track 14.7 km in length that was the most frequently
flown by the flux aircraft, principally because it overflew several of the flux tower systems
operated in SGP97. The Twin Otter flew about half of its flux runs (202) on this track.
The 'Kingfisher' line (ES-EN) was a north/south track 31.5 km in length that featured a
significant discontinuity in vegetation at the Cimarron River, with mostly winter wheat in
the southern 20 km, and rangeland in the 11.5 km north of the river. The winter wheat
was harvested during the experiment, so that much of the land south of the river became
ploughed. Another 61 of the Twin Otter's flux runs were flown on this track.
The east/west DW-DE track just north of the Kingfisher line proved to be a good
contrast to the Kingfisher line, as it appeared to receive more rainfall. The Twin Otter
made 34 flux runs on this track. The four tracks southwest of Oklahoma City, including
the GW-GE and GS-GN tracks in the Little Washita watershed, proved to be unflyable
by the Twin Otter at low altitude due to the number of buildings and cattle on the track.
A few runs were done at 300 and 500 feet, and the Long-EZ made a significant number
of runs on the GN-GS track on two flights. The GN waypoint was close to the NOAA
flux tower.
The two long lines AS-AN and BS-BN were 108 km segments of two of the tracks flown
by the F_STAR-equipped P-3 (their lines #2 and #3). These were flown on a few
occasions. The southern half of the BS-BN was flown by the Twin Otter on two special
flux budget investigations (Flights 21 and 23). The CS-CN line passed the ARM CART
site, and was flown by the Twin Otter twice on Flight 05 and five times on Flight 17.
This flight also featured 2 soundings at the CART site flown as an intercomparison with
the tethersonde operated there, as well as 14 low-level passes of the University of
Nebraska grassland flux tower located east of Ponca City.
4.0 SUMMARY OF FLIGHT OPERATIONS
The first Twin Otter flight for the SGP97 study was a test flight of 1.6 hours duration
flown from Ottawa on June 11, 1997. This flight was primarily to test the wind and flux
system, verify the position errors that apply to the pressure measurements, and check the
operation of the laser and radio-altimeters. The aircraft departed for Oklahoma City on
June 15, and arrived the next day after five flights and a total of 10.7 transit hours.
SGP97 project flights began on June 18 and ended on July 17. A total of 27 project
flights were flown, amounting to 82.8 flight hours. The return transit trip to Ottawa on
July 18 and 19 again took 5 flights and 10.2 hours. A grand total of 38 flights and 105.3
flying hours were devoted to SGP97.
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Table 3 presents a summary of all the flights. It lists the date, flight number, takeoff and
landing GMT (local daylight time plus 5 hours), logged flight hours, a brief summary of
weather conditions and boundary layer (BL) height, and the runs flown. Waypoints
referred to in the last column are those given in Figure 2. Most of the flights were
coordinated missions with the NOAA Long-EZ, either with both aircraft flying the same
track at different altitudes (these are indicated as 2-plane missions in the right column of
Table 3), or with the two aircraft working the same area sequentially. On most of these
flights a formation intercomparison was flown by the two aircraft on one of the flux lines;
these are indicated in bold in Table 3.
The flights referred to above could be considered the 'normal' flux flights of SGP97. In
addition to these, there were some special studies flown. They are summarized below.
Date Flight (s) Description
July 02 13, 14 An all-day study to document growth and decay of
boundary layer on the El Reno line. Long-EZ did
first flight for morning transition, Twin Otter flew
09:30-13:47 local time, Long-EZ did 3rd flight in
mid-afternoon, and the Twin Otter measured the
evening transition, 18:03-20:35 CDT
July 05 17 Intercomparison with Long-EZ on BN-BS track,
then Twin Otter flew the ARM-CART line,
intercomp soundings against the tethersonde, and
14 runs past University of Nebraska grassland
tower. Long-EZ did same in reverse order.
July 10 21 Advection/Budget study on south end of BS-BN
line. Fluxes measured at 30 m and 0.8 Zi (height
of mixed layer) in pattern advecting with the wind.
July 13 23 As above, with added runs on DW-DE line on
completion of flux budget study.
July 14 24 Two runs on El Reno line with P-3 overflight, and
four intercomparison runs on Kingfisher line with
UND Citation.
July 16 25, 26 Late morning and evening transition flights on El
Reno line; Long-EZ flew mid-afternoon flight.
July 17 27 Morning transition flight coordinated with Long-EZ
and Citation, with P-3 overflights.
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Figure 3 presents an example plot of the flight track for Flight 19, in which the Twin
Otter worked the El Reno, Kingfisher and DE-DW lines. These types of plots are
available for all 27 flights. The Twin Otter flew 101 soundings in SGP97, profiling the
atmospheric wind and thermodynamic structure from about 30 m altitude to above the
top of the mixed layer. Figure 4 is an example plot from one of these soundings from
the evening transition flight on July 2.
Table 4 presents a flight-by-flight summary of the runs flown by the Twin Otter in
SGP97 categorized by flux, intercomparison, soundings and other. The nearly 400 flux
runs have been subdivided by altitude, showing that about half were flown at a nominal
100 ft altitude, and about another quarter were accomplished at 0.8 Zi, where Zi was the
height of the top of the mixed layer.
Table 5 documents the Twin Otter instrumentation status throughout SGP97, with
individual entries indicating instrumentation problems that may affect the quality of the
data. This table should be consulted prior to working with the data from any given
flight.
5.0 DATA SUMMARIES
Table 6 presents run-averaged flux and meteorological data for all of the Twin Otter flux
runs in SGP97. These run-averaged data are from the initial in-field analysis, and there/ore
are to be treated as preliminary data. Similar tables will be produced when the data are
reprocessed, after applying the final calibrations and the Kalman filtering to remove
small biases in the wind measurements.
The fluxes and standard deviation values shown are those computed from linearly
detrended data. These are considered to be the best estimates of the fluxes to date. The
first page of this lengthy table serves as a legend for the column headings, explaining
what data are shown in each column. Data on each table are grouped by the site flown,
after which are presented two summary lines of data giving: (1) the averages for all the
runs flown at that site, and (2) the Bowen Ratio and the standard deviation of the run-
to-run variations in the flux estimates.
Refer to Section 2.0 above, as well as Table 5, for cautions regarding individual
parameters or inoperative sensors on specific flights. The parameters most likely to have
significant changes on the data reprocessing are net radiation and greenness index (the
latter principally for cloudy cases). It is likely that the sensible heat flux, and possibly
the latent heat flux, are under-estimated in Table 6 for runs at 30 m altitude. The mean
wind direction and speed, and the rms of the three orthogonal wind components are
unlikely to change much in the reprocessing. The Kalman filtering procedure does not
affect the vertical wind component.
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6.0 EXAMPLE SPECIAL STUDIES
It is not the intention of this interim report to present second-level analyses using the
preliminary data -- the final report will accomplish that with reprocessed data. However,
preliminary results from a couple of interesting example studies will be the subject of this
final section of the interim report.
Figure 5 depicts the Bowen Ratio (sensible heat flux divided by latent heat flux)
measured by the Twin Otter on 35-m runs on the three tracks flown most often. The
Kingfisher line shows a significantly different time history during the experiment, despite
its position between the El Reno and DW-DE lines, with its center about 40 km from
the centers of each of the other two lines. The 'weather' column in Table 3 indicates
that the main rain events during the experiment occurred on June 28 (day 179), July 3
(day 184), and July 10 (day 191). These records are not complete, however, and since
the precipitation occurred in thunderstorms, it was known to be patchy. The interesting
observation from Figure 5 is that the Bowen ratio for the E1 Reno run remains well
bounded between about 0.25 and 0.45, despite periods of significant drying. The
Kingfisher line has a much larger response to the drying after day 185 than the other two
lines. This may be due in part to the harvesting and ploughing of the fields with winter
wheat; the Kingfisher line appeared to have a greater proportion of bare fields near the
end of the experiment than the other two lines. Further study is required, with
examination of the rainfall records along with the NASA P-3 F_STAR data. The aircraft
video-tape can be used to derive the proportion of each vegetation species on each flux
line.
Two of the Twin Otter flights (# 14 and 26) examined the evening transition of the
boundary layer. Figure 6 shows the measured fluxes of sensible and latent heat and C02
for the 35-m runs plotted versus local daylight time (GMT-5). The plots show very
similar results for the two days with a reversal of the sign of the sensible heat flux near 7
p.m., accompanied by a change in C02 flux from a net uptake by the surface to
respiration. The sun set about 7 minutes earlier for Flight 26. These low-altitude runs
are complemented by a number of runs on the same track at higher altitude (4 for Flight
14, 8 for Flight 26) and soundings (2 and 5 respectively). These data, along with
measurements made by both flux aircraft earlier on each day, should form the basis of
an interesting boundary layer study.
Approximately 25 percent of the flux runs flown by the Twin Otter in SGP97 were flown
at an altitude close to 0.8 Zi, where Zi is the height of the top of the mixed layer. This
represents the greatest number of such runs in any project flown to date by the Twin
Otter. These runs provide considerable data with which to examine entrainment
processes at the top of the mixed layer. Figure 7, for example, illustrates the time-
histories of the vertical gust velocity, potential temperature fluctuation from the run-
mean, and water vapour mixing ratio for a Kingfisher run at 5000 feet on Flight 15. The
large excursions in the bottom two traces represent incursions into the mixed layer of
14
warm, dry air from aloft. In this case, the computed fluxes of sensible and latent heat,
using linearly detrended data, were -104 and + 1307 W m -2 respectively.
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TABLE 1:
TWIN OTI_R SENSORS FOR SGP97
Category
Time
Position
Inertial
Velocity
Needing
Irmtrtment
_E-167 computer
Trimble GPS/VLF/Omega
TNL-7880SR
Litton 90-100 Inertial
Reference System
Type ! ParmBeter
Output Labets
D TIME
D LTD. LTM
LGD, LGN
D LAT L
LONGL
NovsTe[ RT-20 GPS O
Litton90-100 Inertial D
Reference System
Trimble GPS/VLF/Omege D
TNL-7880SR
NovaTet RT-20 GPS D
Sperry C-1Z Gyro Compass S
Litton 90-100 IRS D
LATN
LONGN
ULN,VLE,WZL
GSL
UNGPS.VEGPS
GS_GPS
UNN,VEN,tYZN
GS_NOV
HDGM
HDGT
HDGTL
Oescript |on
Recorded st miLlisec after midnight GMT
Latitude, degrees and minutes
Longitude, degrees and minutes
Latitude, dec. degrees
Longitude, dec. degrees
Latitude, dec. degrees
Longitude, dec. degrees
3 Components of Velocity in Earth-axes
Total Ground Speed
Horizontal components of ground speed, Earth axes
Total Ground Speed
] Components of Velocity in Earth axes
Total Ground Speed
Nagnet ic Heading
True Heading ( Uses Variation from GPS)
True Heading
Attitudes
Acceter-
attons
Angular
Rates
ALtitude
Kearfott T2109 Gyro S
Litton 90-100 IRS O
Systro_-Donner 4211 A
Litton 90-100 lEa D
Smiths 602-RGA Rate Gyros A
Litton 90-100 IRS O
Sperry AA-200 Radio A
Altimeter
Riegl LD-90-3 Laser A
Altimeter
THETA, PHI
THETAL,PH[L
AX,AY,AZ
AXL,AYL,AZL
EAZL
PRATE,ORATE
RRATE
Pitch and Roll Attitude
Pitch and Roll Attitudes
Longitudinal, Lateral and Vertical
Accelerations in Aircraft Axes
I! l|
PLus Vertical Acceleration in Earth Axes
Roll, Pitch and Yaw Rates
in Aircraft Axes
PRATEL,QRATEL
RRATEL
RALT
II II
LASALT
Height Above Terrain, to 2500 ft
Rosemount 102DJ1CG A TTF
Rosemount 102DJ1CG A TTNB
Rosemount 102DJ1CG A TTDUCT
Barnes PRT-5 A PRTSC
E,G and G Nodel 137-S10 A DEWPTC
LICOR CO2 Analyzer Tamp A LCTS
Fast response height above terrain; resolution end
frequency response prograemable (set for 200 m max
BOREAS-1996)
Fast Response Total Temp., Port side of Nose
Fast Response Total Temp., Starboerd Side of Nose
Fast Response Total Temp in Duct
Surface Temperature
Dew Point Temperature
Temperature in LICOR used in calculation of ppm CO2
_tegory lnstru_-nt
Pre_lur_
_n_ [yzers
Paroscientific 1015A-02 D
Rosemount 858AJ28 Probe
Paroscientific 1003D-02 D
Rosemount 858AJ28 Probe
Paroscientific 10050-02 D
Rosemount 858AJ28 Probe
Paroscientific 10030-02 D
Rosemount 858AJ28 Probe
Paroscientific 1015A-02 D
Rosemount 1221F1VLZA1B A
Rosemount 1221F2VL7A1A A
TABLE 1 (Cont)
Parameter
Labels
PSNB
PONB
PALPHA
PBETA
Description
PSF
POF
DPSDUCT
Rosemount 1201F1B4AIB A PSDUCT
Rosemount 1201F2A1A1B A PSL1COR
Agriculture Canada ESR] D C02
Gas Analyzer H20
LICOR C02/H20 Analyzer A LC02
Hodel LI-6262 LH20
Scintrex Ozone Analyzer A LOZ3
LOZ-3
TECO Ozone Analyzer A TECO
Model 49
NoseboomStatic Pressure, temperature
compensated
NoseboomDynamic Pressure
Radiomters Kipp and Zonen CM-11 A
Eppley Pyranometer A
Skye Industries Greenness k
Skye Industries Greenness A
Barnes PRT-5 radiometer A
Exotech Inc. IOOBX A
Satellite Simutator
Differential Pressure for AngLe
of Attack
Differential Pressure for Angle
of Sideslip
Alternate Static Pressure, Fuselage ports
Alternate Dynamic Pressure, Fuselage pitot
Pressure difference in duct between upstream and
downstream of CO2 analyzer
Static Pressure in Duct upstream of CO2 analyzer
Static pressure in LICOR line
Carbon Dioxide Concentration
Water Vapour Concentration
CO2 concentration
H20 concentration
Ozone concentration, ppb, full signal
Ozone concentration, ppb, full signal
RADUP
RADOWN
GRN660
GRN730
GRNRAT
GRUP66
GRUP73
GREENU
PRTSC
SATI,SAT2
SAT3,SAT4
Incident Shortwave Radiation, Top Fuselage
Reflected Shortwave Radiation, Under Fuselage
Vegetation Greenness Index, (IR/R)
Doun_ard-tooking
Vegetation Greenness Index, (IR/R)
Upuard-tooking
Surface temperature
Reflected radiation at four uavelengths to simulate
SPOT or Landsat TM and NSS
t D- Digital S- Synchro A- Analog
TABLE 2: TWIN OTTER RECORDING BUFFER, SGP97
Name Units Description
date
time
event
leds
ps..nb
pd_nb
p_alpha
p_beta
ps_ fus
psnbc
pdnbc
psfc
pdfc
pdfnb
beading
pitch
roll
o3_teco
laser
ttport
tt_stb
pd_fus
rad_alt
dew_point
P
q
r
ax
ay
az
Laccel
tad_up
tad_down
prt5
1co2
ltemp
1h2o
ips
ps_duct
dps_duct
g660_up
g730_up
g660_down
g730_down
03_ loz
saLa
sat_b
satc
sat._d
ms
bits
bits
mb
mb
mb
mb
mb
mb
mb
mb
mb
mb
degT
deg
deg
ppb
m
deg C
deg C
mb
m
deg C
deg/s
deg/s
deg/s
mls 2
mls 2
mls 2
bits
W/m 2
W/m 2
deg C
my
deg C
my
mb
mb
mb
ppb
W/m 2
W/m 2
W/m 2
W/m 2
Year * 10000 + Month * 100 + Day
milli-seconds from midnight GMT (ie. Time * 1000)
Event marker
Status of function switches, etc.
Noseboom static pressure, uncorrected for position errors
Noseboom dynamic pressure, uncorrected for position errors
Noseboom angle of attack differential pressure
Noseboom angle of sideslip differential pressure
Fuselage static pressure, uncorrected for position errors
Noseboom static pressure, corrected for position errors
Noseboom dynamic pressure, corrected for position errors
Fuselage static pressure, corrected for position errors
Fuselage dynamic pressure, corrected for position errors
Dynamic pressure at noseboom calculated from fuselage dynamic
pressure
Aircraftheading,C-12 compass, degrees true
Pitchattitudefrom Kearfottgyro
Roll attitudefrom kearfottgyro
Ozone concentration,TECO slow-responsereferenceunit
Laser altimeterheightabove terrain
Total temperature,port probe
Total temperature,starboardprobe
Fuselage dynamic pressure,uncorrectedfor positionerror
Radio-altimeterheightabove terrain
Dew pointtemperature
Aircraftrollratefrom 3-axisgyro package
Aircraftpitchratefrom 3-axisgyro package
Aircraftyaw ratefrom 3-axisgyro package
Longitudinalacceleration,from 3-axisaccelerometer package
Lateralacceleration,from 3-axisaccelerometerpackage
Verticalacceleration,from 3-axisaccelerometer package
Temperature inaccelerometerpack (ie.uncalibrated)
Incidentradiation
Reflectedradiation
Radiometric surfacetemperature
LI-COR C02 raw signal,millivolts
LI-COR temperature
LI-COR H20 raw signal
LI-COR pressure
Duct static pressure, upstream of ESRI Analyzer
Difference in duct pressure across ESRI C02 analyzer
Greenness 660 signal, upward looking
Greenness 730 signal, upward looking
Greenness 660 signal, downward looking
Greenness 730 signal, downward looking
Ozone concentration from LOZ-3 analyzer
Satellite simulator, channel A
Satellite simulator, channel B
Satellite simulator, channel C
Satellite simulator, channel D
Name
tLduct
elevator
rudder
lat_l
lon_l
gs_l
track_l
heading l
drift__l
pitch_l
roU._1
p l
q_l
r_l
axl
ay_l
az_l
alLl
v_az
v_spd
ns vel I
ew vel 1
latt
lon_t
gs_t
ns vel t
ew vel t
mag_var
x'track
trk_ err
date_ t
time_t
balLnb
ball fus
ts_ port
ts_ stb
ts_duct
ptport
pLstb
tas_nb
tas_ fus
tas_duct
alpha
beta
alpha_l
wind nl
wind_el
wind_zl
wdir_l
wspd_!
Units
deg C
deg
deg
deg
deg
m/s
degT
degT
deg
deg
deg
deg/s
deg/s
deg/s
m/s 2
m/s 2
m/s 2
m
m/s 2
m/s
m/s
m/s
deg
deg
m/s
m/s
m/s
deg
n. mile
deg
°
ms
m
m
deg C
deg C
deg C
deg K
deg K
m/s
m/s
m/s
deg
deg
deg
m/s
m/s
m/s
degT
m/s
Table 2 (cont) Recording Buffer
Description
Duct total temperature
Elevator angle, positive trailing edge down
Rudder angle, positive trailing edge left
Latitude from Litton IRS
Longitude from Litton ILLS, west negative
Ground speed from Litton IRS
Ground track angle from Litton IRS
Aircraft true heading from Litton IRS
drift angle from Litton IRS
Pitch attitude from Litton IRS, nose up positive
Roll angle from Litton IRS, right wing down positive
Aircraft roll rate from Litton IRS, right wing down positive
Aircraft pitch rate from Litton IRS, nose up positive
Aircraft yaw rate from Litton IRS, nose right positive
Longitudinal acceleration from Litton IRS
Lateral acceleration from Litton IRS, positive to right
Vertical acceleration from Litton IRS, positive downwards
Pressure altitude from Litton IRS
Vertical acceleration in earth axes, from Litton IRS
Vertical speed in earth axes, from Litton IRS
Velocity to north from Litton IRS
Velocity to east from Litton IRS
Latitude from Trimble 7880 GPS
Longitude from Trimble 7880 GPS, west negative
Ground speed from GPS
North velocity from GPS
East velocity from GPS
magnetic variation from GPS
Cross-track error from GPS
Track-angle error from GPS
Year * 10000 + Month * 100 + Day
milli-seconds from midnight GMT (ie. Time * 1000)
Pressure altitude, using noseboom static pressure
Pressure altitude, using fuselage static pressure
Static temperature, from port probe
Static temperature, from starboard probe
Static temperature in duct
Potential temperature, from port probe
Potential temperature, from starboard probe
True airspeed, noseboom
True airspeed, fuselage ports
True airspeed in duct
Aircraft angle of attack, corrected for upwash
Aircraft sideslip angle, corrected, positive sideslip right
Aircraft angle of attack, derived from Litton IRS data
Wind component from north, primary system
Wind component from east, primary system
Vertical wind component, primary system, positive up
Wind direction, primary system
Wind speed, primary system
Table 2 (cont) Recording Buffer
Name Units Description
uairl
vair_l
wair l
wind_ng
wind_eg
wind_zc
wdir_g
wspd_g
uairg
vair_g
wair_c
wepf
w_palt
veLz
g_index
eddy
density_rib
density_duct
dry_density
co2_esri
rco2_esri
h2o esri
rh2o_esri
rh2o_dp
co2Ucor
lco2_ppm
rco2_licor
h2o_licor
lh2o_ppt
rh2o licor
terrain
netrad
novlat
novlon
nov_.hgt
nov_gs
nov_ trk
nov_
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
deg
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
bits
kg/m 3
kg/m 3
kg/m 3
mg/m 3
mg/kg
g/m 3
g/kg
g/kg
mg/m 3
ppm
mg/kg
g/m 3
ppt
g/kg
m
W/m 2
deg
deg
m
m/s
degT
m/s
North true airspeed component corrected to Litton IlLS location
East true airspeed component corrected to Litton IlLS location
Vertical true airspeed component corrected to Litton IlLS location,
positive aircraft down
Wind component from north,backupGPS system
W'md component from east, backup GPS system
Vertical wind component, backup complementary fdtered system
Wind direction, backup GPS system
Wind Speed, backup GPS system
North true airspeed component corrected to accel, location, backup
East true airspeed component corrected to accel, location, backup
Vertical airspeed component corrected to accel, location, backup
Vertical wind component, high pass fdtered
Low-frequency vertical velocity derived from pressure altitude
Aircraft vertical velocity, derived from backup system
Greenness index, downward-looking device
Eddy accumulation signal (up, down and dead-band)
Air density, uses noseboom pressures
Density in duct at ESRI analyzer location
Density of dry-air component in duct
ESRI CO2 concentration
ESRI CO2 mixing ratio,mg C02 per kg dry air
ESRI H20 concentration
ESRI H20 mixing ratio, g H20 per kg dry air
H20 mixing ratio, derived from dew point temperature
LI-COR C02 concentration
LI-COR CO2 concentration in ppm
LI-COR CO2 mixing ratio, mg C02 per kg dry air
LI-COR H20 concentration
LI-COR H20 concentration in parts per thousand
LI-COR H20 mixing ratio in g H20 per kg dry air
Terrain height above sea level
Net radiation
Latitude from NovaTel GPS
Longitude from NovaTel GPS
Height above sea level from NovaTel GPS
Ground speed from NovaTel GPS
Track angle from Novatel GPS
Vertical velocity from NovaTel GPS
TABLE 3: FLIGHT SUMMARY - Southern Great Plains, 1997
DATE FLT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNS FLOWN
Jun 11 T1 1430-1552 1.6
June 15 Tr-1 1.2
Tr-2 2.2
Tr-3 2..5
June 16 Tr-4 2.6
Tr-5 2.2
June 18 01 1552-1716 1.6
June 19 02 1505-1806 3.2
June 20 03 1507-1749 2.9
warm, some cloud, smoke
from forest fires,
Altimeter 29.90/29.88
Clear, warm, southwest
winds, Altimeter
30.02/30.01
BL 2700' msl at 1614 Z,
BL 3800' msl at 1648 Z,
Clear, hot,
SSW wind 15 mps,
Altimeter 29.98,
BL 1900' agl at 1525 Z
BL 2000' agl at 1535 Z
BL 2300' agl at 1610 Z
BL 2600' agl at 1638 Z
BL 2700' agl at 1740 Z
Clear, hot with more
humidity than previous
day, Winds SSW 10 mps,
BL hard to determine in
flight, but L500-1700' agl
from plots,
Altimeter 29.83
- 4 reciprocal runs for wind check, 5500'
- Control inputs, 3 events
- 4 runs on Larose forest at 500, 100, 300
and 300 '
- Descent over Lac Deschenes to check
Radalt and laser altimeter
- Acceleration/Deceleration over Lac
Deschenes to check position errors, airspeeds
- Transit, Ottawa- Syracuse
- Transit, Syracuse - Akron
- Transit, Akron - Terre Haute
- Transit, Terre Haute - Lebanon
- Transit, Lebanon - Oklahoma City
- E1 Reno line
- Sounding 65_' msl - 300' agl
- Flux run, 500', RE-RW (extended east)
- Flux run 150 ', RW-RE ( " )
Litton fails
- 2 runs at about 0.8 Zi, 3300 and 3100' msl
- El Reno, new line
- Sounding 4500'msl to 100' agl
- lntercomp with Long-EZ, 500'
- 4 runs at 0.8 Zi, 1550' agl
- Sounding 4000' msl to 100' agl
- 4 runs at 100'
- Sounding 100' agl to 5000'msl
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 2100' agl
- 4 runs at 0.5 Zi, 1300' agl
- 1 run at 0.8 Zi, 2100' agl
- Sounding, 5000'msl to 100' agl
- lntercomparison with Long -EZ, 500'
- El Reno line again
- Sounding 5500' msl to 100' agl
- 8 runs at 100'
- 3 runs at 1300' agl, middle run an
intercomparison with Long-EZ
- Sounding 100' agl to 5500' msl
- 6 runs near 0.8 Zi, first at 3500' msl, next
five at 3200' msl
- Sounding 5500' msl to 10ft agl
DATE FLT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNS FLOWN
June 20 04 1913-2224 3.4
June 21 05 1704-2000 3.1
June 22 06 145%1812 3.4
June 24 07 1519-1829 3.4
Clear, hot, humidity drops
a lot to the north,
windy and turbulent,
Altimeter 29.81/29.76
Hot, strong southerly
wind, some cumulus, haze,
humid
Altimeter 29.88
Cooler, mostly overcast
near edge of large
complex in Texas, Winds
SSE 9 raps, Altimeter
30.08
Warmer, some cloud at
start, but clearing, very
windy, 10-15 mps at 100',
20-25 at top of BL,
Altimeter 29.98/29.96,
BL 4100' msl at 1540 Z
BL 4100' msl at 1548 Z
BL 4200' msl at 1610 Z
BL 4700' msl at 1640 Z
BL 4100' msl at 1718 Z
(?)
BL 4700' msl at 1813
- AS-AN track
- Sounding near AS, from 6500' msl
- AS-AN scouting run, three events, 800'agl
- AN-AS, three events, 800' agl
- 4 runs on southern 30 miles of AS-AN
track, 600'; northbound runs a single event,
southbound runs split in two events.
- Sounding near AS, 5500' msl
- Recce flight with flux measurement
- BS-BN, split event, 500' agl
- Two passes on CART track, CN-CS, CS-
CN, 500'
- BN-BS, first 30 miles in two events, 500'
- DW-DE and DE-DW, 500'
- Southern 1/2 of BN-BS in two events, 500'
- Recce flight with fluxes
- 2 passes on GN-GS line, 500' and 150'
- GE-GW at 500'
- FW-FE at 500'
- FS-FN at 500'
- 2 passes on ES-EN, 500' and 100'
- EW-EE at 500'
- EE-EW at 500', offset 0.3 n miles north
- 4 passes on El Reno line, 100'
- Sounding, 100' agl to 5500' msl
- Plan E, 2 aircraft, El Reno
- 2 soundings at east end, 5500' msl to 100'
agl, and climb back to 4500' msl)
- One run at 0.8 Zi, westbound, 3500' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl,
- Sounding at west end, 100' to 4500' msl
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 3600' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding, 100' agl to 5300' msl, west end
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 4000' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding 100' agl to 5500' msl at west end
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 4100' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl (2nd one with Long-EZ,
intercomp
- one run at 0.8 Zi, 4100' msl (with Long-EZ
in formation, intercomp)
- Climb to above BL, evented, 4100- 5600'
msl
DATE FLT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNSFLOWN
June 25 08 1347-i(_I03.0 High broken overcast and
light winds, gradual
clearing during study,
BL higher to east
probably,
Altimeter 30.03/30.06,
BL 1600' agl at 1400 Z
BL 3800' msl at 1515 Z
BL 3800' msl at 1538 Z
- El Reno, early 2 plane
- Sounding east end 4000' msl to 100' agl
- One run at 0.8 Zi, 1300' agl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding at west end, to 4000' msl
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 1300' agl
- one run at 100' (computer failure near end)
TAPE 2
- one run 100'
- one run 0.8 Zi, 1300' agl
- Sounding at east end, 100' agl to 5500'
- one run at 0.8 Z,i, 3300' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding at west end, 100' agl to 4500' msl
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 3300' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- one run at 0.8 Zi, 3300' msl
- 2 runs at 100' (Consider intercomparison
with Long-Ez; first run 3 miles behind Long-
EZ, 2nd joining with Long-EZ)
- Sounding to 5500'
- Pitches and Yaws at 5500'
June 27 09 1543-1850 3.3 Clear at start with some
light Cirrus, cumulus
developing near end of
flight based 5700',
winds 210/13 kts,
30/22 at takeoff,
Altimeter 30.07/30.06,
BL 3300' msl at 1557 Z
BL 4000' msl at 1635 Z
- El Reno and Kingfisher
- Sounding to El reno, 5500' msl to 100' agl
- 6 runs at El Reno, 100', clear
- Climb sounding enroute to RE-F_,S, to 4500'
- Descent sounding near ES, 4500' to 10ft
- 3 runs on Kingfisher line, ES-EN, 100'
- Sounding near EN, 10ft to 6000'
- 3 runs on Kingt'Lsherline, ES-EN, 100'
- Climb sounding enroute ES-RE, 100' agl to
6000' msl (cloud based 5700'
- 6 Runs at El Reno, 100', some cloud,
Jun 29 10 1254-1615 3.5 Clear and humid at start,
25/22, winds light then
increasing at site,
Good inversion, BL rising
from about 1100' agl to
about 2000' agl,
Some mid cloud gives
shadows in middle of
experiment, then
disappear,
El Reno area has standing
water due to 2-3 inches
rain previous day,
Altimeter 29.87/29.88
- Plan E, E1 Reno
- Sounding east end, 4500' msl to 10ft agl
- Sounding east end, 100' agl to 3000'
- one run at 0.8 Zi, west, 900' agl
- two runs at 100'
- Sounding at west end, 100' agl to 3000' msl
- two runs at 0.8 Zi, 900' agl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- one run at 0.8 Zi, 900'
- restart pattern, Sounding east end 4000' to
100' agl
- one run at 0.8 Zi, west, 1100' agl
- one run eastbound at 100'
......... tape fails, unrecorded runs in brackets
- (one run westbound at 100')
- (Sounding west end 100' agl to 4000 ' msl)
- (two runs at 0.8 Zi, 1100' agl)
DATE FLT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNS FLOWN
10 (cont)
Jun 30 Ii 1610-1948 3.8 Clear skies after major Cb
passed north last night,
wetting DW-DE more
than Kingfisher line, warm
and humid, winds south 20
kts, BL rose from 3500'
msl to 4400' msl,
Altimeter 29.95/29.92
- (two runs at 100')
- (start run 0.8 Zi), abort due to discovery of
tape failure: restart computer, new tape ......
- TAPE 2
- one run eastbound at 0.8 Zi, 1100' agl
restart pattern again, Sounding at east
end, 4000' to 100' agl
- one run at 0.8 Zi, westbound, 1100' agl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding at west end, 100' agl to 4000' msl
- two runs at 0.8 Zi, 1400' agl
- two runs at 100'
- one run at 1100' agl (accidently flown too
low
- Kingl_sher and DW-DE lines in tandem with
Long -EZ
- Sounding near ES, 5500' msl to 100' agl
- 2 runs on ES-EN llne, 100', alone
- 3 runs at 600', LE at 100' agl
- 4 runs at 100', LE at 600' agl
- Sounding with Iong-EZ enroute to DW,
100' agl to 5000' msl
- Descent sounding with Long-EZ near
DW, 5000' msl to 600' agl
- 3 runs on DW-DE track, 600', LE at 100'
- 3 runs on same track at 100', LE at 600'
- Sounding with Long-EZ 400' to 5000'
- Intercomp with LE, EN-ES at 600 ft (Note,
altitude not stable at start, skip first 2
minutes in intercomp analysis).
DATE FLT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNS FLOWN
Jul 01 12 1603-1934 3.7 Clear and hot, Winds SSW
20 kt, BL 3800-4200' msl,
Above mixed layer was dry
with high ozone,
Altimeter 29.87/29.86
- Worked DW-DE line while Long-EZ did
Kinglisher line
- Sounding enroute to ES, 4500' msl to 100'
agl
- one run on Kingfisher line, north, 100'
- Climb sounding EN-DW, 100' agl to 4500'
msl
- Descent sounding at DW, 4500' to 100' agl
- one run eastbound, DW-DE, 100,
incomplete due to computer failure.
TAPE 2
- one run westbound, DE-DW, 100'
- one aborted run
- 2 runs at 0.5 Zi, 2500' msl
- 4 runs at 0.8 Zi, 3600' msl
- 2 runs at 0.5 Zi, 2700' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding enroute DW-EN, 100' agl to
5000' msl
- one run Kingfisher, EN-ES, 100'
- Sounding south of ES, 100' agl to 5000'
(LICOR into calibrate near top)
Jul 02 13 1430-1747 3.5 Clear, hot, fight winds
SSW becoming westerly,
double boundary layer,
upper from 3600 to 4400'
msl during flight,
Altimeter 29.95
- The 2-plane, 4 fight all day study at El Reno
- Sounding 5500' msl to 100' agl
- 2 runs at 100'
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 2600 ' msl
- 2 runs at 100'
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 2600' msl
- Sounding at east end, 5500' to 100'
- 2 runs at 100'
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 2600' msl
- 2 runs at 100'
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 2600'
- 2 runs at higher 0.8 Zi, 3200'
- Sounding at east end, 5500' msl to 100'
- 2 runs at 100'
- 1 run at 3200', offset 0.3 n mile south for
footprint study
- 1 run at 3200', offset 0.6 n mile
- 2 runs at 100'
- Sounding at east end, 100' agl to 5500' msl
DATE FLT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNS FLOWN
Jul 02 14 2303-0135 2.7
Jul 03 15 1558-1855 3.2
Jul 04 16 1822-2123 3.2
Clear, hot, winds SSW at
10 knots,
Altimeter 29.90/29.88,
BL 7200' msl at 2316 Z
BL 8200' msl at 0025 Z
Clear with a few very
small StrCu at top of
heavy haze layer, Hot,
32/22 on takeoff, Winds
SW 15 kt,
Altimeter 29.95/29.92,
BL 4600' msl at 1612 Z
BL 5900' msl at 1710 Z
BL 5900' msl at 1800 Z
BL 6000' msl at 1840 Z
Clear after passage of cold
front and thunderstorms
overnight, Winds NNE 10
knots, Cooler and dry,
24/14, Altimeter
30.17/30.14:
rapid boundary layer
growth;
5100' msl at 1835 Z
5900' msl at 1925 Z
6300' msl at 1950 Z
6500' msl at 2015 Z
- 4 th flight of day at El Reno; Evening
Transition
- Sounding 7500' msl to 100' agl
- 2 runs at 100'
TAPE 2
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 6000' msl
- pop-up sounding, 6000 to 8000' msl
- 4 runs at 100'
- Sounding at east end, 100' to 8500' msl
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 6900'
- 4 runs at 100'
- Kinglfsher and DW-DE study
- Sounding to E.S, 5500' msl to 1130'agl
- 2 runs ES-EN line, 100'
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 3800'msl
- 1 run at 100' northbound
- Sounding EN-DW, 100' to 6000' msl
- 2 runs on DW-DE tracks at 5000' msl
- 2 runs at 100'
- Sounding enroute DW-EN, 100' to 6500'
msl
- 2 runs Kingfisher line, 5000'
- 1 run southbound, 100'
- Sounding south of F_S, 100' to 6300' msl
- Kingfisher with Long-EZ, and El Reno
- Sounding to ES, 5500' msl to 100' agl
- 2 runs Kingt'ksher, 100'
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 4200' msl
- Sounding at ES, 6500' msl to 100' agl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding at ES, 10ft to 6500' msl
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 5300' msl
- 2 runs at 100'
- Sounding enroute ES-RE, 100' to 6500' msl
- 4 runs at El Reno, 100'
DATE FLT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNS I_,OW'N
Jul05 17 1559-1909 3.4
Jul05 18 2027-2105 0.8
Clear in area worked with
very few small StrCu,
winds SSE 9 kts, Altimeter
30.17
Boundary layer
4300' msl at 1635 Z
5600' msl at 1745 Z
Mostly dear, some high
cloud near OKC, smoke
from burning fields.
Altimeter 30.18/30.09
BL top approx 6500' msl
- ARM CART line and Verma Grassland
- lntercomp with Long-EZ, part of BN-BS at
500'
- CS-CN line at 100', northbound
- Sounding around tethersonde, 4500' msl to
100' agl
- 4 more lines on CN-CS track, 100'
- Another sounding around tethersonde, 100'
to 6000' msl
- 14 lines past VERMA grassland site, first 5
at various directions, last 9 on east/west line,
100'; no event on t'u'st E/W line
- one run over large area of uniform
grassland
- Partial sounding enroute to Ponca City
- Ponca City to Oklahoma City
- One event in smoke plume from burning
fields
- gentle pitches and yaws, no event
Jul 08 19 1555-1907 3.4
Jul 09 20 1602-1845 2.9
Clear for most of flight,
some high cloud on some
DW-DE runs, warm,
Winds SSW 11-15 knots,
Cumulus just starting at
end of flight,
Altimeter 30.05/30.05
Boundary Layer
3200' msl at 1610 Z
4600' msl at 1640 Z
5400' msl at 1750 Z
5300' msl at 1830 Z
Clear at start, cumulus
building to about 30
percent, Winds SSW 12-15
knots,
Altimeter 30.06/30.04
Boundary Layer
3200' msl at 1620 Z
4200' msl at 1720 Z
4100' msl at 1740 Z
- Kingfisher, DW-DE and E1 Reno
- Sounding to ES, 6000' msl to 100' agl
- 3 runs on Kingfisher line, 100'
- Sounding EN-DW, 100' to 5000' msl
- 6 runs at 100' agl on DW-DE line (some
shade on at least In'st 4 lines)
- Sounding DW-EN, 100' to 6000' msl
- 3 runs on Kingfisher line, 100'
- Sounding ES-RE, 100' to 6000' msl
- 4 runs at 100' on El Reno line (Note; fn'st
two right after Long-EZ, Intercomparison
on third run); last run just ahead of Long-
EZ
- Washita GE-GW, and FIV-FE lines
- Sounding to GE, 6500' msl to 500' agl
- 3 runs on GE-GW line, 500' agl
- 3 rum at 300' agl
- 2 runs at 500' agl
- Sounding GE-FW, 500' agl to 5500' msl
- 2 runs on FW-FE line, 500'
- 2 runs at 300' agl
- 1 run at 500' agl
DATE FIT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNS FLOWN
Jul10 21 1510-1722 2.4 Clear at start, but TCu
and showers developing,
Wind SSW 15 knots,
Altimeter 30.03
Boundary Layer
3250' msl at 1525 Z, south
3700' msl at 1545 Z, north
3700' msl at 1600 Z, south
3900' msl at 1615 Z, north
3800' msl at 1630 7_, south
4600' msl at 1645 Z, north
- Advection/Budget Study, paperdip flight
plan, on line BS-BN
- Sounding at KS ( 0 DME), 5500' msl to
100'
- Aborted run, GPS in error
- Run north, 0 to 16 n miles DME, 100'
- Sounding at 16 DME from BS, 100' to
4300' msl
- Run south at 0.8 Zi, 3200' msl, 16-5 DME
- Sounding at 5 miles from KS, 4400' msl to
100'
- Run north, 5 to 21 miles from KS, 100'
- Sounding at 21 miles from KS, 100' to 4500'
- Run south at 0.8 Zi, 3400' msl, 24 to 12
miles from KS (divert around shower)
- Sounding at 17 miles from BS, 5000' msl to
100' agl (pattern moved north 5 miles)
- Run north, 20-36 miles from BS, 100' agl
- Sounding at 36 miles from KS, 100' to 5500'
msl
- Run south at 0.8 Zi, 4000' msl, 36 to 25
miles from KS
Jul 12 22 1502-1822 3.5 Clear, winds south at 20,
Altimeter 30.07/30.07
Heavy rains in parts of
project area night of July
10; only 0.1 inch at
Kingfisher,
Boundary layer relatively
constant, and moist aloft
2900' msl at 1512 Z
3600' msl at 1524 Z
3700' msl at 1550 Z
3800' msl at 1610 Z
4500' msl at 1750 Z Log-
EZ at DW-DE)
- Kingl_sher and El Reno with P-3 LASE
overflights
- Sounding to ES, 5000' msl to 100' agl
- Kingf'tsher, ES-EN 100'
- Sounding 100' agl to 4.500' msl, north end
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 3100' msl
- Pop up sounding to check top of BL, 3100-
4000' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding at north end, 100' to 4500'
- Run south at 0.8 Zi, 3200' msl
E! Renu, with P-3 overpass
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 3100', Long-EZ below at
100', P-3 above
- Pop-up sounding 3100-4500' msl
- 4 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding 100'agl to 5000' msl
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 3500' msl
- 4 runs at 100' agl
- Kingfisher, 1 run at 100' agl northbound
- direct return after bird-strike, ran event at
3000' msl
DATE FLT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNS FLOWN
Jul 13 23 1554-I851 3.1 Clear, hot, winds SSW at
20 knots,
Altimeter 30.00/29.98
Boundary Layer
3600' msl at 1604 Z
3600' msl at 1625 Z
3700' msl at 1635 Z
4000' msl at 1645 Z
4200' msl at 1655 Z
4000' msl at 1715 Z
3800' msl at 1730 Z
4100' msl at 1825 Z
- Advection/Budget flight on BS-BN track plus
DW-DE; P-3 overflies line 3
- Sounding to KS, 5500' msl to 100' agl
- Run at 100', from KS to 16 mile point
- Sounding at 16 DME, 100' to 4100'
- Inbound run at 0.8 Zi, 3200' msl, from 16
to 6 mile point from KS
- Sounding a t6 mile point, 4200' msl to 100'
- Run at 100' from 6 to 22 mile points
- Sounding at 22 mile DME, 100 to 4500' msl
- Inbound run at 0.8 Zi, 3500', from 22 to 12
mile point
- Sounding at 12 mile point, 4600' msl to 100'
- Run at 10ft from 13-29 miles from KS
- Sounding at 29 miles DME, 100' to 4500'
msl
- Inbound run at 0.8 Zi, 3400' msl, from 29
to 18 mile point from KS
- Sounding at 18 mile point, 4700' msl to 100'
- Run at 100 ' from 18 to 34 miles from BS
DW-DE Study
- Four runs on DW-DE line at 10ft
- Sounding enroute to Oklahoma City, 100'
agl to 7.500' msl
Jul 14 24 1540-1833 3.1 Front nearby, some TCu
in area, Winds light,
westerly in the south,
northeast north of
Kingfisher, hot,
Altimeter 30.04/30.03
Boundary Layer
3000' msl at 1555 Z
3200' msl at 1625 Z
4000' msl at 1755 Z
- El Reno with 1'-3, plus intercomparison with
North Dakota CRati_n; LICOR inlet test
- Intercomparison sounding with Long-EZ,
near RE from 5500' msl to 100' agl
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi at El Reno, 2700' msl (!'3
passage)
- 2 runs at 100'
- Sounding at east end, 100' msl to 4000'
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 2900' msl
lntercomp with Citation
- 4 runs on original Kingfisher line, 2500'
msl, first two with Citation overtaking Otter,
last two in formation at 130 kts (wind shift)
- Sounding to RE at E1 reno, 6500' msl to
100' agl
- 2 runs at El Reno, 100'
LICOR inht switched to separate roof
intake
- 2 runs at El Reno, 100'
DATE FLT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNS FLOWN
Jul16 25 1555-18443.0 Clouds to the northwest
dissipated during flight,
Winds south at 10 knots,
hot, 31/19 at takeoff,
Altimeter 30.10/30.07
Boundary Layer top
2800' msl at 1605 Z
3400' msl at 1630 Z
3600' msl at 1710 Z
3500' msl at 1720 Z
3900' msl at 1750 Z
3700' msl at 1830 Z
- Kingfisher and El Reno
- Sounding to ES, 5500' msl to 10ft agl
- 2 runs on Kingfisher line, 100'
- Sounding at ES, 100' agl to 4000' msl
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 3000' msl
- 2 runs at 100'
- Sounding south of ES, 100' agl to 4500' msl
E! Reno
- 2 runs at 0.8 Zi, 3100' msl
- 4 rims at 100'
- Sounding at RE, 100' agl to 4500' msl
- 2 rum at 0.8 Zi, 3400' msl
- 4 runs at 100'
- Sounding east of RE, 100' agl to 5000' ms1
- Pitches and Yaws
July16 26 2247-01473.2 Clear and hazy, Boundary
Layer top hard to
determine in flight,
Altimeter 29.99/29.97
- Evening _msit_n at El Reno
- Sounding, 6500' to 100' agl
- 2 runs at 100'
- Sounding to 6500' msl
- 2 runs at 4800' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding to 6000' msl
- 2 runs at 3500' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding
- 2 runs at 3000' msl
- Aborted run at 10ft, tape error detected
Tape 2
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding to 4000' msl
- 2 runs at 2400' msl
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- Sounding to 3500' msl
July 17 27 1244-1538 3.1 Broken cloud after large
storm to north, some
clearing in operational
area, wet to north,
Winds ESE at 15-20 knots,
Altimeter 30.00/29.98
BL Top
2100' msl at 1255 Z
3300' msl at 1525 Z
- Morning transition study coordinated with
Long-EZ and Olation, P-3 LASE above
- Sounding to AS, 4500' msl to 100' agl
- 2 rum at 500' agl 20 miles along AS-AN
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- 1 run at 500' northbound
- 1 run southbound at 500', event is split
(investigate possible problem on Long-EZ)
- 2 runs at 100' agl
- 2 runs at 500' (shortened at north end due
to rain)
- 2 runs at 100', AS to Cimarron River
- Sounding enroute, south of AS, 100' agl to
5500' msl
DATE FLT GMT HRS WEATHER RUNS FLOWN
July 18 Tr-6 2.2
Tr-7 2.2
July 19 Tr-8 2.2
Tr-9 2.2
Tr-10 1.4
- Oklahoma City to Lebanon
- Lebanon to Terre Haute
- Terre Haute to Akron
- Akron to Syracuse
- Syracuse to Ottawa
II
Test Transit Project ][ Total
Flights 1 10 27 38
Hours 1.6 20.9 82.8 105.3
TABLE 4: RUNS FLOWN BY TYPE - $(_P97
* number of runs of each type
Date Fit Flux Runs
1997 100- 500- 0.8 Zi Other
150' 600' Alts
June 18 01 1 1 2
June 19 02 4 2 7 4
June 20 03 8 6 3
June 20 04 i0
June 21 05 10
June 22 06 6 7
June 24 07 8 8
June 25 08 10 8
June 27 09 18
June 29 10 9 9 1
June 30 11 9 7
July 01 12 6 4 4
July 02 13 12 12
July 02 14 10 4
July 03 15 6 6
July 04 16 10 4
July 05 17 20 1
July 05 18 1
July08 19 16
July 09 20 8 5
July10 21 3 3
July12 22 12 7 I
July 13 23 8 3
July 14 24 6 4
July 16 25 12 6
July16 26 10 8
July 17 27 6 6
Intercomp 1 Other
LE Cit
2
1
2
2 2
4
1
1
1 4
2
Sound
1
6
5
5
6
4
5
4
2
4
4
3
4
2
6
6
8
3
5
6
2
1 - Intercomparison runs (with NOAA Long-EZ and UND Citation)
will also appear in Flux Runs column when intercomparison done of a flux run
TABLE 5: TWIN OTYER INSTRUMENTATION STATUS - SGP 1997
_l Flights
• RADUP and RADOWN not calibrated until after Flight 08: calibration NOT reliable; must be redone
and corrections applied to whole dataset: After Flight 08, reversion to original calibration gives
better results. Correction equation will be applied on data re-calculation in fall 1997.
• Novatel switched to 10 Hz for velocities after Flight 07
Green 660 underreads by approx 0.6: appears June 17 calibration not correct; Must be redonePDNBC had 0.2 positive bias added (instead of subtracted) until Flight 20, when entire bias was
removed
Date Flight
Jun 18 01
Jun 19 02
Jun20 03
Jun20 04
Jun 21 05
Jun 22 06
Instrument Status
- Novatel not recorded
- Radio altimeter failed
- Litton IRS circuit breaker popped at approximetely 1628, about 1/3 way into Run 03;
remains inaccurate remainder of flight; must use backup wind system Runs 3-5, but not the
ground calculated ones since there is a start-up problem--use the airborne computed ones direct
from tape
- RADUP and RADOWN not recently calibrated (apply correction).
- No VHF event marker, so dew point had large dropouts on radio transmissions
- Spikes on PS_LICOR affect mixing ratio for L_C02
- RADUP and RADOWN not recently calibrated.(apply correction)
- No VHF event marker, so dew point had large dropouts on radio transmissions
- Long-EZ time 6 seconds ahead of Twin Otter
- Spikes on PS__LICOR affect mixing ratio for L_C02
- RADUP and RADOWN not recently calibrated.(apply correction)
- No VHF event marker, so dew point had large dropouts on radio transmissions
- LICOR fluxes considerably lower than ESRI fluxes as low altitude; checked lag and it has
increased to 23, and differs between C02 and H20. Also PSNBC-PSLICOR averaging 50 rob,
20 larger than 1996
- Radio-altimeter not turned on until one minute after takeoff
- Greenness not turned on until after Run 1, sounding
- Spikes on PS__LICOR affect mixing ratio for L_C02
- RADUP and RADOWN not recently calibrated.(apply correction)
- No VHF event marker, so dew point had large dropouts on radio transmissions
- Spikes on PS_LICOR affect mixing ratio for L C02
- ESRI C02/H20 analyzer failed at 1751 Z
- Tape has some kind of a problem at 1935 Z (middle of last run); Haven't been able to read
past this time.
- RADUP and RADOWN not recently calibrated.(apply correction)
- No VHF event marker, so dew point had large dropouts on radio transmissions
- Spikes on PS__LICOR affect mixing ratio for L_C02
- RADUP and RADOWN not recently calibrated.(apply correction)
- No VHF event marker, so dew point had large dropouts on radio transmissions
- Spikes on PS__LICOR affect mixing ratio for L_ C02
- LICOR H20 calibrated and adjusted prior to this flight; reading 4 percent low prior to this
flight
Jun 24 07 - First flight with Novatel velocities updated at 10 Hz
- ESRI analyzer failed at 1600 Z near end of Run 04
- LOZ3 failed at 1556 Z after Run 3
- Upward Greenness inoperative throughout flight; dead battery
- RADUP and RADOWN not recently calibrated.(apply correction).
- No VHF event marker, so dew point had large dropouts on radio transmissions
- Spikes on IS_ LICOR affect mixing ratio for L_ C02
Jun 25 08 - Computer quit at approximately 1446 Z during Run 08; restarted computer at 1451 Z; 2
tapes for this flight
- ESRI analyzer failed prior to takeoff
- RADUP and RADOWN not recently calibrated.(apply correction)
- No VHF event marker, so dew point had large dropouts on radio transmissions
- Spikes on PS_LICOR affect mixing ratio for L_C02
- Greenness index going far too high, a result of GRN660 down reading near zero when
overcast; Although recalibrated here in Oklahoma, calibration suspect.
- No voice on VHS tape
Jun 27 09 - New Calibrations in airborne program for RADUP and RADOWN. RADUP read very high
in last set of runs at El Reno, probably due to cumulus clouds, as we have seen in AES
experiments: RADUP appears too high.
- New transducer installed for PS_LICOR
- ESRI analyzer not used
- LOZ3 ozone analyzer fails, liquid problem, possibly a result of soundings
- No voice on VHS tape
Jun 29 10
- Tape failure at 141850: Two tapes this flight; data lost for Runs 15-20 pins aborted Run 21
- ESRI analyzer operated on this flight; Signicant jumps to preferred levels in C02 signal,
especially Run 29
- LOZ-3 quit after takeoff, but re-set and ran su_fully.
- Transmit event only worked on VHF1
- Greenness Index overreads when clouds reduce GRD660 to near zero.
- LICOR may not have been warmed up at start, as In'st calibration shows underreading, as
does first couple of soundings
- LICOR H20 fluxes appear low, especially at start: a lag study indicates that a lag of 27 should
be used for H20, but onoy 22 for C02. Also the pressure difference PSDUCT-PSLICOR has
risen form 60 to 65, possibly due to dirty filter.
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high
Jun 30 11
- NOTE: LOZ3 inlet changed to mushroom inlet from dynamic inlet
- ESRI analyzer appeared to work fme until about 1810 Z, when the H20 went to half and the
C02 signal went low.
- Transmit event only worked on VHF1
- 22 percent difference in LICOR and ESRI H20 fluxes
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high
JulO1
Jul 02
12
13
- ESRI analyzer repaired, ran well throughout flight
- Computer quit at 1644 GMT, changed tape and restarted; 2 tapes this flight
- Backup wind system failed due to loss of backup heading and pitch and roll attitudes at
165518 GMT
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
Jul 02 14
- Computer quit at 233757 GMT: 2 tapes this flight
- On second tape, there is no Novatel data and no third wind data
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
- Green 660 read -0.6 when near dark
Jul 03
Jul 04
Jul 05
Jul 05
15
16
17
18
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
- Green 660 underreads -0.6
- Novatel not turned on this flight to reduce risk of computer halt
- LICOR was not running correctly until 1605 Z
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
- Green 660 underreads -0.6
- Novatel not turned on this flight to reduce risk of computer halt
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (may be temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
- Green 660 underreads -0.6
- Novatel not turned on this flight to reduce risk of computer halt
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
- Novatel WAS operated on this flight to see if the computer would halt with a T2 error; it did
not.
Jul 08 19 - Novatel left off this flight
- Backup wind system unserviceable after 1625 Z as pitch, roll and heading synchro signals not
correct.
- ESRI H20 has some big steps in Event 1, sounding
- Surface very hot; PRT5 limited at 51.2 for significant portions of Kingfisher line
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VI-IF affects dew point
Jul09 20 - PDNBC 0.2 mb bias removed
- LOZ3 not on until about 3 minutes after takeoff
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
Jul 10 21 - Trimble GPS data inaccurate to approximately 1530: use Novatel in plots
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
Jui12 22 - LICOR not correct until 1508; line off
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
Jul 13 23 - RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
Jul 14 24 - RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
- Special Test, last two runs: LICOR inlet changed from the duct to a separate forward-facing
inlet on top of fuselage next to duct inlet
- Even at higher altitudes, there is a significant difference between LICOR and ESRI H20
fluxes; see cospectra
Jul 16 25 - LICOR and ESRI H20 fluxes had large differences at low altitudes, but excellent agreement
at higher altitude.
- The LICOR zero has shifted upwards to about + 9 from its usual -7 to -8.
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
Jul 17 26 - DAT write problem at 0050 Z; 2 tapes this flight.
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
- There are positive excursions in both 032 analyzers in conjunction with negative excursions
in ozone, indicating that the aircraft flew through an exhaust or smoke plume on some of the
runs (high and low altitude)
Jill 18 27
- The LICOR zero has shifted upwards to about + 9 from its usual -7 to -8.
- RADUP with new calibration seems too high (maybe temperature)
- Transmit event removed; VHF affects dew point
- The LICOR zero has shifted upwards to about + 9 from its usual -7 to -8.
TABLE 6: TWIN OTI'ER DATA SUMMARY - SGP97
The following pages present a summary of the data from all of the flux runs flown by
the Twin Otter in SGP97. NOTE: This summary is from the initial in-field analysis and
will be updated when data are re-analyzed with final calibrations and the Kalman filtering
algorithm is applied to the wind data. Note also that the fluxes and rms values listed
here were computed from linearly detrended data.
The legend below lists the column headings, units, and a brief description of the
parameter.
Data on each table are grouped by the site flown, after which are presented two
summary lines of data giving: (1) the averages for all the runs flown at that site, and
(2) the Bowen Ratio and the standard deviation of the run-to-run variations in the flux
estimates.
Column Type Units Description
Heading
ST GMT
SEC
DIST
PALT
RALT
TEMP
DEWPT
PRT5
GRN
NETRD
LICOR
HDGL
WIND
UGEL
VGEL
WEP
POT
RC02
RH20
WT
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UW
WOZ
hr min sec
sec
km
run-mean m
m
deg C
deg C
" deg C
Win-2
ppm
" deg true
" deg true
ms-1
rms m s-1
ms-1
- ms q
" deg C
. mgkg-1
" gm kg 1
flux Wm -2
" W m "2
" mg m "2s -1
" N m z
" t_g m-2s-2
Greenwich Mean Time at start of run
length of run in time
length of run in distance
pressure altitude above mean sea level
radio-altimeter height above terrain
air temperature
dew point temperature
radiometric surface temperature
greenness index (ratio 730/660 nm)
net radiation
C0 z concentration
aircraft heading
wind direction
wind speed
wind component from north
wind component from east
vertical wind component
potential temperature
C0 z mixing ratio
Hz0 mixing ratio
sensible heat flux
latent heat flux
C02 flux
momentum flux along mean wind direction
ozone flux
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FIGURE 2: FLUX AIRCRAFT TRACKS - SGP97
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Figure 5
Bowen Ratio vs Day of Year
35-m Twin Otter Data - SGP97
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FIGURE 6: FLUXES MEASURED AT APPROXIMATELY35 M DURING
EVENING TRANSITION FLIGHTS
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